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8th Grade Homeroom
Lesson: April 29th

Essential Question: What can I do to make more 
situations win-win?
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Wednesday Quick Check. 
Take a look at your goal from Monday. Are you on track? 

Complete the left column today.



Read through the different situation 
types on pages 4-8.  Keep in mind how 
each situation is different.    
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    Win- Lose

● Getting ahead at the expense of others

● Putting others down so you feel better

● Always getting your way no matter what

● Becoming jealous/envious of others
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Lose-Win

● Always being the one to give in

● Not standing up for your principles

● Giving into peer pressure

● Always compromising your standards
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Lose- Lose

● If I can’t have it, No one can mentality

● Revenge plots

● Codependency
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Win-Win

● Caring about yourself AND others

● Compromising, but not sacrificing your standards

● Being secure enough to not compete or compare with 

others
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Think about it

      The basis of Think Win-Win is getting along with
             other people. 

              You must start with the belief that everyone is equal
               and that no one is superior or inferior. 

                   Do you approach situations  with a win/win
                    Attitude?

                     Or are you missing out on the opportunity for
                       mutual benefit?
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On slide 10 or 11 you will answer questions about the video 
you choose to watch. 
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Pick ONE video to watch

Link to video Link to video

Video #1 Video #2

To answer the questions on slides 
10 and 11 electronically click here. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGSP6_tmSI8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vD-Aebi9SfM
https://youtu.be/jGSP6_tmSI8
https://youtu.be/vD-Aebi9SfM
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nc50DG6IGn6yVjD9LvLgJDl-jaHCVENmbHNAGaPDONM/edit?usp=sharing
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Watched video #1?
In the video you watched there were two groups think about each 

situation and how the different groups interacted
1. Did the cats Think Win-Win?

______________________________________________________

1. How did it turn out for them?
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

1. Did the humans Think Win-Win?
______________________________________________________

1. How did it turn out for them?
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

1. Which group would you rather be?(circle/highlight one) Cats OR Humans 

1. Why?
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Watched video #2?
In the video you watched there were two groups think about each 

situation and how the different groups interacted
1. Did the blue troll Think Win-Win?

________________________________________________________

1. How did it turn out for him?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

1. Did the helmet guy Think Win-Win?
________________________________________________________

1. How did it turn out for him?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

1. Which group would you rather be?(circle/highlight one) Blue Troll OR Helmet Guy

1. Why?
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________



Final Thoughts

Think of a situation in your life that did not turn out win- win.  Was it win -lose, 
lose-lose, or lose - win?

Describe it here.
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

What could you have done differently to make the situation Win-Win?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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